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abstract

We introduce the notion of reflections for selfinjective algebras from the point

of view of torsion theories induced by two-term tilting complexes. As an application,

we determine the transformations of Brauer trees associated with reflections. In

particular, we provide a way to transform every Brauer tree into a Brauer line.

1 Introduction

Reflection functors introduced in [5] are induced by transformations of the quiver making a

certain source vertex changed into a sink vertex. LetΛ be a finite dimensional algebra over a

field K . In [4], it was shown that reflection functors are of the form HomΛ(T , −) with T a

certain type of tilting modules. Let P, ⋯, P be a complete set of nonisomorphic

indecomposable projective modules in mod-Λ, the category of finitely generated right

Λ-modules. Set I={1, ⋯, n } . Assume that there exists a simple projective module

S∊mod-Λ which is not injective. Take t∊I with P≅S and set

T = T⊕τS with T = ⨁
 

P,

where τ denotes the Auslander-Reiten translation. Then T is a tilting module, called an APR-

tilting module, and HomΛ(T , −) is a reflection functor.

In [6], APR-tilting modules were generalized as follows. Assume that there exists a

simple module S∊mod-Λ such that ExtΛ(S, S )=0 and HomΛ(DΛ, S )=0, where D=

Hom (−, K ) . Let P be the projective cover of S and let T be the same as above. Then T is a

tilting module, called a BB-tilting module. It is well-known that T induces a torsion theory for

mod-Λ whose torsion-free class is the full subcategory consisting of direct sums of copies of

S.

We are interested in a minimal projective presentation of T , which is a two-term tilting

complex. Take a minimal injective presentation 0SE


E and define a complex E• as
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the mapping cone of f : EE. Then Hom•
Λ(DΛ, E•) is a minimal projective presentation of

τS and hence

T • = T⊕Hom•
Λ(DΛ, E•)

is a minimal projective presentation of T . In this note, we demonstrate that this type of tilting

complexes play an important role in the theory of derived equivalences for selfinjective

algebras.

Consider the case where Λ is selfinjective and S∊mod-Λ is a simple module with

ExtΛ(S, S )=0 and HomΛ(DΛ, S )≅S. Let E• and T • be the same as above. We will show

that T • is a tilting complex and T •≅T⊕E•. Also, we will show that T • induces a torsion

theory formod-Λwhose torsion-free class is the full subcategory consisting of direct sums of

copies of S. In this note, derived equivalences for selfinjective algebras induced by this type

of tilting complexes are called reflections. Finally, as an application, we will determine the

transformations of Brauer trees associated with reflections.

We refer to [8] for the definition and basic properties of tilting modules, to [9] and [14]

for basic results in the theory of derived categories and to [11] for definitions and basic

properties of tilting complexes and derived equivalences.

2 Tilting complex for selfinjective algebras

Throughout this note, K is a commutative artinian local ring and Λ is an Artin K-algebra,

i.e., Λ is a ring endowed with a ring homomorphism KΛ whose image is contained in the

center of Λ and Λ is finitely generated as a K-module. We always assume that Λ is

connected, basic and not simple. We denote by mod-Λ the category of finitely generated

right Λ-modules and by Λ the full subcategory ofmod-Λ consisting of projective modules.

For a module M∊mod-Λ, we denote by P (M ) (resp., E (M )) the projective cover (resp.,

injective envelope) of M . We denote by (mod-Λ) the homotopy category of cochain

complexes over mod-Λ and by (Λ) the full triangulated subcategory of (mod-Λ)

consisting of bounded complexes over Λ. We consider modules as complexes concentrated

in degree zero. For an object A in an additive category , we denote by add(A ) the full

subcategory of  consisting of direct summands of finite direct sums of copies of A.

Throughout the rest of this note, we assume that Λ is selfinjective. Let S∊mod-Λ be a

simple module with ExtΛ(S, S )=0 and E (S )≅P (S ) . Note that E (S )≅P (S ) if and only if

HomΛ(DΛ, S )≅S, where D denotes the Matlis dual over K . Take a minimal injective

presentation 0SE


E and define a complex E•∊ (Λ) as the mapping cone of f : E
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E. Note that E is the 0 th term of E• and E is the (−1) th term of E•. Let P, ⋯, P be a

complete set of nonisomorphic indecomposable modules in Λ and set I={1, ⋯, n } . We

assume that n>1. Take t∊I with P≅P (S ) and set

T • = T⊕E• with T = ⨁
 

P.

The following holds.

Theorem 2. 1. The complex T •∊ (Λ) is a tilting complex forΛ and End-Λ(T
•) is a

selfinjective Artin K-algebra whose Nakayama permutation coincides with that of Λ.

Proof. We use the notation Hom•(−, −) to denote the single complex associated with the

double hom complex. For a subcategory  of a triangulated category , we denote by 〈〉

the full triangulated subcategory of  generated by .

Claim 1. For any j∊ℤ we have a functorial isomorphism

Hom-Λ(X
•, E•[ j]) ≅ DHom-Λ(E

•, X •[− j])

for X •∊(mod-Λ).

Proof. Set the Nakayama functor ν=−⊗ΛDΛ. For Q∊Λ and X∊mod-Λ, we have a

bifunctorial isomorphism

X⊗ΛHomΛ(Q , Λ) 


HomΛ(Q , X ) , x⊗h↦ (y↦xh (y ) )

and hence by adjointness we have bifunctorial isomorphisms

DHomΛ(Q , X ) ≅ D (X⊗ΛHomΛ(Q , Λ) )

≅ HomΛ(X , νQ ) .

Thus, for Q •∊ (Λ) and X •∊(mod-Λ), we have a bifunctorial isomorphism in

(mod-K )

DHom•
Λ(Q

•, X •) ≅ Hom•
Λ(X

•, νQ •)

and hence we have bifunctorial isomorphisms

DHom-Λ(Q
•, X •) ≅ DH(Hom•

Λ(Q
•, X •) )

≅ H(DHom•
Λ(Q

•, X •) )

≅ H(Hom•
Λ(X

•, νQ •) )

≅ Hom-Λ(X
•, νQ •) .

Now, since E (S )≅P (S ) implies E•≅νE•, for any j∊ℤ we have a functorial isomorphism

Hom-Λ(X
•, E•[ j]) ≅ DHom-Λ(E

•, X •[− j])

forX •∊(mod-Λ). □

Claim 2. Hom-Λ(E
•, E•[ j])=0 for j≠0.
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Proof. It is obvious that Hom-Λ(E
•, E•[ j])=0 unless −1≤ j≤1. Since HomΛ(S , E)

≅ExtΛ(S, S )=0, the homomorphism HomΛ(f , E
) is surjective and hence every g∊

HomΛ(E
, E) factors through f , which implies Hom-Λ(E

•, E•[1])=0. It then follows

by Claim 1 that

Hom-Λ(E
•, E•[−1]) ≅ DHom-Λ(E

•, E•[1])

= 0.

□

Claim 3. If i≠t , then Hom-Λ(E
•, P[ j])=0 for j≠0.

Proof. It is obvious thatHom-Λ(E
•, P[ j])=0 unless 0≤ j≤1. Also, sinceHomΛ(S , P)

=0, and since P is injective, HomΛ(f , P) is surjective andHom-Λ(E
•, P[1])=0. □

Claim 4. If i≠t , then Hom-Λ(P, E
•[ j])=0 for j≠0.

Proof. This follows by Claims 1 and 3. □

Claim 5. 〈add(T •) 〉= (Λ) .

Proof. Since P∊add(T •) for i≠t , we have only to show that P∊〈add(T •) 〉 . Note that P

≅P (S )≅E. Also, since ExtΛ(S, S )=0, E is not a direct summand of E. Thus

E∊add(T)⊂add(T •) and hence, since E•∊add(T •) ,we have E∊〈add(T •) 〉 . □

This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. 1.

Next, we recall some definitions and results on stable torsion theories induced by two-

term tilting complexes (see [2] and [10] for details). Let A be an Artin algebra.

Definition 2. 2. A pair (, ℱ) of full subcategories , ℱ in mod-A is said to be a torsion

theory for mod-A if the following conditions are satisfied.

(1) ∩ℱ={0} .

(2)  is closed under factor modules.

(3) ℱ is closed under submodules.

(4) For anyX∊mod-A, there exists an exact sequence 0X XX 0withX ∊

and X ∊ℱ .

In particular,  (resp., ℱ) is said to be a torsion (resp., torsion-free) class. If  is stable

under the Nakayama functor ν=−⊗DA, then (, ℱ) is said to be stable. If each

indecomposable module in mod-A lies either in  or in ℱ, then (, ℱ) is said to be splitting.

Let P •∊ () be a two-term complex :

P • : ⋯ 0  P 


P   0 ⋯.

We set the following subcategories in mod-A :
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(P •) = Ker Hom- (P
•[−1], −)∩mod-A,

ℱ(P •) = Ker Hom- (P
•, −)∩mod-A.

Proposition 2. 3 ([10, Proposition 5. 5]). The following are equivalent.

(1) P • is a tilting complex.

(2) ((P •) , ℱ(P •) ) is a stable torsion theory for mod-A.

Theorem 2. 4. Let T • be the tilting complex constructed in Theorem 2. 1. Then we have a

stable torsion theory ((T •) , ℱ(T •) ) for mod-Λ satisfying the following conditions.

(1) ℱ(T •)=add(S ) .

(2) P (S ) lies neither in (T •) nor in ℱ(T •) . In particular, ((T •) , ℱ(T •) ) is not

splitting.

Proof. Since T • is a two-term tilting complex of Λ, the pair ((T •) , ℱ(T •) ) is a stable

torsion theory for mod-Λ by Proposition 2. 3.

(1) Since H(T •)=T⊕τS with T=⨁  P and H(νT •)=S, we have

ℱ(T •) = Ker Hom-Λ(T
•, −)∩mod-Λ

=Ker HomΛ(T⊕τS, −)

= cog(S ) ,

where cog(S ) is the full subcategory ofmod-Λ whose objects are cogenerated by S. Since S

is simple, we have cog(S )=add(S ) . The assertion follows.

(2) Assume first that P (S )∊ . Since ⨁  P=T∊ and P=P (S ) ,  contains all

indecomposable projective module in mod-Λ and hence =mod-Λ. It is a contradiction by

(1). Next, assume that P (S )∊ℱ . Then P (S )≅S by (1). Therefore S is a simple projective

module. It is a contradiction becauseΛ is selfinjective and connected. □

For a quiver Q, we denote by αα⋯α the path in Q

i 


⋯ 


i 


i.

If Λ is the path algebra defined by Q over a field and P is the indecomposable module in Λ

corresponding to the vertex i , then we have a sequence of homomorphisms in Λ

P 


⋯ 


P 


P

such that α∊rad(Λ)rad(Λ) for j=1, ⋯, n−1.

Example 2. 5. Let Λ be the path algebra defined by the quiver
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1⇄




2⇄




3

with relations αα=ββ=0 and αβ=βα. Then Λ is selfinjective with ν=id-Λ and the

Auslander-Reiten quiver of Λ is given by the following :

where each indecomposable module is represented by its composition factors and τ-orbits

are denoted by • ⋯⋯⋯ •. Since the exact sequence

0    




 







give a minimal injective presentation of the simple module corresponding to the vertex 1,we

have a tilting complex T •=T⊕E• with

T = 0  





 ⊕ 




and E• = 




 







by Theorem 2. 1. It is not difficult to see that T • induces the stable torsion theory

(T •)= 





, 



,


, ,




,


 and ℱ(T •) =  ,

for mod-Λ. Note that the indecomposable projective module




 which is a projective cover of

the simple module  lies neither in (T •) nor in ℱ(T •) .

A torsion theory whose torsion-free class is the full subcategory consisting of direct

sums of copes of a simple module characterize a reflection functor which induced by an APR-

tilting module or a BB-tilting module. From the point of view of torsion theories, we introduce

the notion of reflections for selfinjective algebras.

Definition 2. 6. Let T • be the tilting complex constructed in Theorem 2. 1. The derived

equivalence induced by T • is said to be the reflection for Λ at t. Sometimes, we also say that

End-Λ(T
•) is the reflection of Λ at t.
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Example 2. 7. Let Λ be the path algebra defined by the quiver

with relations

ββ = αα, ββ = αα, βα = αβ, βα = αβ,

αα = αα = ββ = ββ = αβ = βα = αβ = βα = 0.

Then Λ is selfinjective. For the simple module S corresponding to the vertex 2, we have

E (S )≅P (S ) and ExtΛ(S, S )=0. Thus by Theorem 2. 1 we have a tilting complex T • and

another selfinjective algebra Γ=End-Λ(T
•) which is the reflection of Λ at 2. It is not

difficult to see that Γ is the path algebra defined by the quiver

with relations

γγγ = δδδ, δγγ = γδδ,

γγ = δδ = γδ = δγ = γδδδ = δγγγ = 0,

where 2 is the vertex corresponding to E•.

3 Brauer tree algebras

Throughout this section, we assume that K is an algebraically closed field. Recall that a

Brauer tree (B, v, m ) consists of a finite tree B, called the underlying tree, together with a

distinguished vertex v, called the exceptional vertex and a positive integer m, called the

multiplicity. In case m=1, (B, v, m ) is identified with the underlying tree B and is called a

Brauer tree without exceptional vertex. The pair of the number of edges of B and the

multiplicity m is said to be the numerical invariants of (B, v, m ) . Each Brauer tree

determines a symmetric K-algebra Λ up to Morita equivalence (see [3] for details), called a

Brauer tree algebra, which is given as the path algebra defined by some quiver with
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relations (Λ, Λ, ρ ) , where Λ is the set of vertices, Λ is the set of arrows between

vertices and ρ is the set of relations (see [7] for details). We have the following.

Proposition 3. 1. Let Λ be a Brauer tree algebra. Then every ring Γ derived equivalent to Λ

is a Brauer tree algebra having the same numerical invariants as Λ.

Proof. Note that Λ and Γ are stably equivalent to each other (see [12 4. 2], [13]. Then we

know from [7] that Γ is given by some Brauer tree which has the same numerical invariants

asΛ. □

In this section, we will apply Theorem 2. 1 to Brauer tree algebras and determine the

transformations of Brauer tree algebras induced by reflections.

Remark. 3. 2. Let Λ be a Brauer tree algebra. Then for any simple module S∊mod-Λ we

have E (S )≅P (S ) .

Throughout the rest of this section, we deal only with Brauer trees without exceptional

vertex. LetΛ be a Brauer tree algebra, (Λ, Λ, ρ ) the quiver with relations ofΛ and t∊Λ.

We denote by the diagram

with p≥1 the situation that t belongs to at most one cycle, and by the diagram

with p, r≥1 the situation that t belongs to two cycles. We denote by S the simple module

corresponding to t and by P the projective cover of S.

Lemma 3. 3. The following hold.

(1) If t belongs to at most one cycle, we have a minimal injective presentation

0SP


P with f=f.
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(2) If t belongs to two cycle, we have a minimal injective presentation

0  S  P 


P⊕P with f = 
f 

f   .
(3) For any t∊Λ, we have ExtΛ(S, S)=0.

Proof. (1) Since P is uniserial and has the unique composition series

S S S ⋯ S S,

where the left end is the top of P and the right end is the socle of P. So we have soc(PS)=

S. Thus E (PS)≅P and the assertion follows.

(2) Since rad(P)soc(P) is the direct sum of two uniserial modules, P has the

composition series

S S ⋯ S

S S,

S S ⋯ S

where the left end is the top of P and the right end is the socle of P. Thus

E (PS)≅P⊕P and the assertion follows.

(3) This follows by (1) and (2). □

Take a minimal injective presentation 0SE
 



E
 and define a complex E•

 as the

mapping cone of f : E
 E

 . Set

T •
 = T⊕E•

 with T = ⨁
Λ 

P.

Then by Theorem 2. 1, Remark 3. 2 and Lemma 3. 3 (3) T •
 is a tilting complex and

End-Λ(T
•
 ) is the reflection of Λ at t. Set Γ=End-Λ(T

•
 ) and let (Γ, Γ, σ ) be the

quiver with relations of Γ. According to Proposition 3. 1, we have the following.

Remark 3. 4. For x, y∊Γ, HomΓ(P, P)≠0 if and only if x, y belong to the same cycle in Γ.

If this is the case, dimHomΓ(P, P)=1 for x≠y and dimEndΓ(P)=2.

Note that Γ=(Λ{t } )∪{t } , where t  is the vertex corresponding to E•
 . Since Γ is a

Brauer tree algebra, the relations σ is determined automatically by Γ and Γ. To determine

Γ, by Remark 3. 4 it suffices to consider the following cycles in (Λ, Λ, ρ ) . We denote by

the diagram
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with p, q≥1 the situation that t belongs to at most one cycle and set a=a. Also, we denote

by the diagram

with p, q, r , s≥1 the situation that t belongs to two cycles and set a=a and b =b.

Lemma 3. 5. If t belongs to at most one cycle, then the following hold.

(1) There exists ζ∊Hom-Λ(P, E
•
 ) with ζ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

(2) There exists η∊Hom-Λ(E
•
 , P) with η∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

(3) There exists θ∊Hom-Λ(P, P) with θ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

Proof. By Lemma 3. 3 (1), the complex E•
 is of the form

E•
：⋯  0  P  P  0 ⋯,

where P is the 0 th term.

(1) We have a cochain map
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P：⋯  0 0  P  0⋯

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
E•

：⋯  0 P 
 

P  0⋯

which is obviously not homotopic to zero. Since P is indecomposable and injective,

ζ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

(2) Consider first the case where q≠1. Since ϕf=0, we have a cochain map

E•
：⋯  0 P 

 

P  0⋯

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
P：⋯  0 0  P  0⋯

which is obviously not homotopic to zero. Since ϕ∊rad(Λ)rad(Λ), we have η∊

rad(Γ)rad(Γ) . Next, assume that q=1. We have a cochain map

E•
：⋯  0 P 

 

P  0⋯

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓  ↓
P：⋯  0 0  P  0⋯

which is obviously not homotopic to zero. For any i≠p, HomΛ(Cok f, P)=0 and hence

Hom-Λ(E
•
 , P)=0. It follows that η∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

(3) We have 0≠fα∊HomΛ(P, P) , which yields a nonzero map θ∊

Hom-Λ(P, P) . For any i≠1, since fα does not factor through P, θ does not factor

through P. Also, for any i≠p, HomΛ(P, Cok f)=0 andHom-Λ(P, E
•
 )=0. It follows

that θ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) . □

Lemma 3. 6. If t belongs to two cycles, then the following hold.

(1) There exist ζ∊Hom-Λ(P, E
•
 ) with ζ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) and ζ∊

Hom-Λ(P, E
•
 ) with ζ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

(2) There exist η∊Hom-Λ(E
•
 , P) with η∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) and η ∊

Hom-Λ(E
•
 , P ) with η ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

(3) There exist θ∊Hom-Λ(P, P) with θ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) and θ∊

Hom-Λ(P, P) with θ∊rad(Γ)rad(Γ) .

Proof. By Lemma 3. 3 (2), the complex E•
 is of the form

E•
：⋯  0 P  P⊕P  0⋯,

where P⊕P is the 0 th term. The assertions follow by the same arguments as in the proof
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of Lemma 3. 5.

According to Lemmas 3. 5 and 3. 6, we have the following new arrows in Γ. We denote

by  the arrows defined by ζ, by 〉 the arrows defined by η and by 〉 the arrows

defined by θ. In the next theorem, the left hand side diagrams denote cycles in (Λ, Λ, ρ )

and the right hand side diagrams denote cycles in (Γ, Γ, σ ) .

Theorem 3. 7. The following hold.

(1) If t and a belong to at most one cycle, then the reflection for Λ at t gives rise to the

following transformation :

(2) If t belongs to at most one cycle and a belongs to two cycles, then the reflection forΛ at

t gives rise to the following transformation :

(3) If t belongs to two cycles and a and b belong to at most one cycle, then the reflection

for Λ at t gives rise to the following transformation :

(4) If t and a belong to two cycles and b belongs to at most one cycle, then the reflection
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for Λ at t gives rise to the following transformation :

(5) If t , a and b belong to two cycles, then the reflection for Λ at t gives rise to the

following transformation :

Proof. (1), (2) follow by Lemma 3. 5 and (3), (4), (5) follow by Lemma 3. 6. □

Let Λ be determined by a Brauer tree B whose edges are identified with the vertices of

(Λ, Λ, ρ ) . We will describe a way to transform B into a Brauer tree B  determining Γ.

Consider first the case where t is an end edge of B :

with p, q≥1, where a=a. Turn the edge t anti-clockwise around the vertex x and select

the edge a which t first meets. Then select the vertex z of the edge a different from x. Add a

new edge t  connecting the vertices z and y , and remove the edge t. As a consequence, we
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get the following Brauer tree B  :

Next, assume that t is not an end edge of B :

with p, q, r , s≥1,where a=a, b=b . Turn the edge t anti-clockwise around the vertex x

and select the edge a which t first meets. Then select the vertex z of the edge a different

from x. Similarly, turn the edge t anti-clockwise around the vertex y and select the edge b

which t first meets. Then select the vertex w of the edge b different from y. Add a new edge

t  connecting the vertices z and w, and remove the edge t. As a consequence, we get the

following Brauer tree B  :

Corollary 3. 8. The Brauer tree B  determines Γ.

Corollary 3. 9 (cf. [1, Theorem 3. 7]). There exists a sequence of Brauer tree algebras Λ=

Δ, Δ, ⋯, Δ  such that Δ  is the reflection of Δ  at a suitable vertex for 0≤i<l and Δ  is a

Brauer line algebra, i.e., the path algebra defined by the quiver
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1⇄




2⇄




⋯⇄




n−1⇄




n

with relations

αα = ββ = 0, αβ = ββ

for 1≤i<n−1, where n is the number of vertices of (Λ, Λ, ρ ) .

Proof. According to Theorem 3. 7, the reflection for a Brauer tree algebra Λ at a vertex t

reduces the length of cycles of (Λ, Λ, ρ ) including t. □

Example 3. 10. We have the following transformations for Brauer trees :
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